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Recurly manages more than 25MM subscriptions 
monthly for more than 2000 leading brands 
worldwide. 

A flexible, scalable billing platform, Recurly makes 
it easy to manage the entire customer lifecycle 
in one place—from acquisition, to conversion, 
and retention. 

Optimize recurring revenue, drive growth and 
expansion, and make subscriptions your 
competitive advantage with Recurly.



Go-to information resource for leading and 
growing brands for insight on how to run 
and scale a profitable subscription or 
membership business.

Daily News & Info
Membership Portal

Online Training & Webinars
Events & Conferences

www.subscriptioninsider.com



Mark Your Calendars!
October 5-7 & 13-15 2020 (Noon to 4:30 PM Eastern), Live Online

www.subscriptionshow.com

Roam the Exhibit Halls Watch Product 
Demonstrations

Chat or Talk with 
Vendors 1:1

Keynotes & 
100+ Niche Speakers

1:1 Advice in Our
Coaching Zone

Networking Lounge & 
Networking Parties

Speed Networking 
Sessions

Games and Raffles, in 
the Fun Zone



How to 
Increase Your 

Learning 
Today

• Turn off everything that is operating 
in the background, including email, 
Skype, iTunes or extra programs.

• Silence your phone, close your door, 
and give yourself this time to 
learn new strategies!



Poll Time



Overall Trends Across 
Industries & Consumer 

Habits



State of the Subscription Economy

• 20 Million Jobs Lost in the US
• Nearly 95% of the US under shelter-in-place by May
• Consumption habits have changed in the short term—but with long-

term impacts



Trends Across Industries

Acquisiti
on
39.51%

Increase in 
New Trials

46.15%
Increase in 

Subscriber Growth

45%
Increase in Trial 

Conversions



Trends are Accelerating

Subscriptions are on the rise…

• About 80% of U.S. consumers now 
subscribe to at least one paid 
streaming video service (up from 
73% in the pre-COVID-19 survey) 

Yet, so is subscription fatigue…

• Consumers are juggling costs as 
many (39%) are experiencing a 
decrease in household income



Poll Time



Industry Deep Dive 
Into The Impacts 

of COVID-19



Recurly Research

Study Period: March 9, 2020 – June 22, 2020
Hypothesis: COVID-19 had a large impact on subscriber growth

Methodology: 
The analysis consisted of measuring the impact of COVID-19 on more than 2,000 businesses across 6 
industries. To be included a business must have:

> At least 1000 successful transactions during the entire Pre and Post-COVID period
> For Trials, must have at least 1 trial started in both the Pre and Post-COVID periods
> For New Subscribers, must have at least 1 new subscriber in both the Pre and Post-COVID period

Calculation: 
> The Median Growth Rate for each Industry is the change in weekly average for the four weeks prior to 

3/16/2020

Industries: Streaming Media, Consumer Goods, SaaS, Consumer & Business Services, 
Publishing & Entertainment, Education



Consumer Goods & Retail: Growth



Consumer Goods & Retail: Growth

At 146% growth, Consumer Goods 
saw the highest growth of any 
industry in terms of new subscriptions 
in April and May.



Streaming Media: Trials

Customer acquisition has accelerated, delivering the 
largest increase in conversions to new subscriptions 

we’ve seen in any industry. 



Streaming Media: Trials



Streaming Media: Growth



Publishing: Trials



Publishing: Growth



SaaS: Trials



SaaS: Growth



Poll Time



Strategies to increase LTV 
and drive Subscriber 

revenue growth



Identify Your Highest Value Subscribers

• Tip: leverage subscriber data to acquire more of your 
most loyal subscribers.

• How To: 
▪ Segmentation and cohort analysis to identify groups 

with highest retention and growth 
> Key Metrics: Revenue Retention, Average 

Revenue per Customer, and Lifetime Value 
▪ Create profile of your most loyal subscribers 

including acquisition channels, firmographic, and 
demographic information 

▪ Experiment with offerings to identify the mixture of 
price, packaging and promotions to drive acquisition 
and upsell paths



Test, Learn, Iterate on Pricing and Packaging
• Tip: In today’s competitive environment, a one-size-fits-all pricing 

approach doesn’t work. 
• How To: 

▪ Diversify your offerings 
> Offer a one-off item to a monthly subscription 
> Allow subscribers to build their own subscription based on 

content or products most interested in. 
> Offer optionality in term commitments to incentivize 

retention 
▪ When offering discounts, measuring success against acquisition 

goals is key 



Nail From “Try” To “Buy”

• Tip: Create a successful “try before you buy” experience that converts 
free users to paying customers.

• How To: 
▪ Adjust available content and lengths for free trials and promotions

> Try dynamic paywalls (different mixes of content for different 
subscriber types)

> If extending trial, measure impact on total conversions 

> Test, test, test

▪ Dig into why trialers dropped off pre-conversion  



Explore alternative models

• Point: Greater flexibility in plan creation and offerings delivers 
repeat value that drives subscriber loyalty.

• Tactics: Adapt model, pricing, and product to drive greater value.
▪ Ex: Stitch Fix 

▪ Delivery schedule flexibility
▪ Ability to request on-demand deliveries
▪ Creative pricing - styling fees and discounts for returned items

▪ Ex: Universal 
> Consumer fear caused decline in theater attendance
> New distribution models



Retention to Drive Growth and Revenue

• Subscription model economics can’t be 
ignored

• Measuring types of churn 
• Automate revenue recovery to reduce 

involuntary churn 

Turn your attention towards retaining that new surge in subscription sign 
ups you see today for sustainable growth.  



Key Takeaways



Considerations
• What type of subscription do you offer? Replenishment, Curation, Access. 

The type can greatly impact how you adapt.
• Do you have the right data, infrastructure, and x to support agility and 

actionable insights to optimize your efforts? Better and faster isn’t only a 
mantra for services but for business models.

• A two-pronged approach accelerates growth—find the right channels to 
acquire the right customer and monetize existing loyal customer base.
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